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Company Name
SpeedEx for shipping services.
Foundation
April, 2017.
Statues
Private Domestics and logistics Company under the patronage of “Ministry of
Investment and Egyptian Postal Authority”
Office
SpeedEx based in Cairo and owns many Hubs all over Egypt
Head office: 16 Mostafa El-Nahaas, Abbas El Akkad, Nasr City, Cairo
Hub: 2A El-Sayed Abu Shady St., triumph Sq.
Hub: 2 Dr Ali Ibrahim, Behind El-Nasr Sporting Club, El-Nozha
Hub: 13 El-Hassaniy St., Lebanon SQ, Mohandessien
Hub: 23 Ezz Tower Armant St ,Branch from Cleopatra Tunnel St ,Sidi Jaber
,Alexandria
Hub: 1 Bab El Salam St ,from Omar Shaheen St, in front of the old Mansoura
Station - Zakazig
Line of business
National domestics and logistics services, warehousing, express delivery,
documents delivery, packaging services.
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Our company

SpeedEx is an Egyptian company depending on organized work and hard
worker team so we’re offering integrated transportation solutions and
providing superior quality and innovation from single source up to very
competitive prices, comparing with
other same services providers.

At SpeedEx our services aren’t just
tailor made to suite our client’s
needs, but we also provide them
with
passion.
We endeavor to be responsive and
proactive at all times.

We’re committed to supporting our
clients through every step of the
logistics supply chain, from
consulting, concept development, and
control execution to realization of all
objectives.
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Our vision
To compete and win courier services market in Egypt.
Our mission

Our values

SpeedEx goal is to be the leader of
courier services by providing our
customers with professional, prompt,
and courteous services at industry
completive rates, we always promise
to offer the highest degree of integrity
words our customer and employees.

By upholding SpeedEx values through
all fascets of operation, we open up
opportunities to earn the trust of the
online & offline stores owners and
create long term business relationships . As we conduct our business
all over egypt, we have always been
guided by our commitment to responsible behavior. We believe in fostering
a culture of excellence and collaboration among our crew & staff.
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Our
services
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Domestic delivery service

SpeedEx domestic services offer cost – effective solutions for express delivery of time – critical shipments allover great Cairo and all of Egypt, whether
it’s an important document, fragile items or any other sensitive items that
requires special handling and care.

Same day delivery service

SpeedEx providing same day delivery for your urgent as well, we’re the fastest in same day delivery services.
Also all our shipments are tracked every step of the way; it’s the fast dependable choice when time is limit.

Regular delivery services

A few hours can make a big difference; just prepare your overnight shipment
and count on us to deliver it on the next business day starting from 9.00 AM
with maximum 72 Hr. to the remote areas.w
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Deliver all sizes

SpeedEx can carry and deliver all sizes of shipments.
Start of just a pen, credit cards, and statements up to heavy weight transportation.
Whatever your priority we have the best solutions to provide the best service
to gain your satisfactions.

International delivery services

SpeedEx offers international delivery services,
a comprehensive resource to simplify the international shipping process for
beginners and advanced shippers.

Variety Packages

SpeedEx Company offers a lot of packages that fit your shipments average
number per month in good price.
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Warehouse services

SpeedEx offers professional logistics storage services and that you can run
this portion of your business with confidence and peace of mind.
Part of running a business that deals in shipping is storing the items and
ensuring that when orders are placed, they are sent out on time, packaged
correctly and recorded.

Packing services

Packing rates and costs of packing supplies vary by franchise. Generally,
packing services are charged by item, similar to how local moving is priced.

Marketing services

SpeedEx offers a lot of marketing solutions for your brand
Social media marketing & Ads
Online store
Digital marketing
Designs & Brand identity
Product photography/videography
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Operational framework

Strategic partnership

Long term goals

As experts in the logistics sector, we
seek to meet the needs of our clients
by designing tailor made solutions
that are peculiar to each business. As
part of the SpeedEx tactical logistics
operations, we tend to form an alliance with our clients for collaboration.

At SpeedEx, our long term goals concentrate on maintaining a long lasting cordial but professional relationship with our clients, as they are at
the core of our operations. Also, your
satisfaction is paramount to us and
that’s why our approach focuses
on three elements to achieve these
goals.

Bringing the experts together

1-monotoring

SpeedEx strategic partnership gives
room for professional bonding so
that all the players involved can work
together to meet the objectives of any
operation at any time.

At SpeedEx, we anticipate your needs
to provide you with timely solutions.
That’s why we ensure that as part of
our long term goals; capacity planning, optimization and monitoring are
not a one-time service but a continuous process. We actively and passionately ensure that our relationship
with you remains crucial to improve
your Business continuity.
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2-Capacity Planning and Management
This element accounts for the growing volatility and short terms supplies
of services during seasonally precarious periods, such as holidays.
Also, in order to bridge the gap between the demand and supply fluxes
for non- seasonal periods, enhancing
the precision of forecast and improving the flow capacity of our client is
the key.
Capacity Planning and Management
takes care of everything from conceptualization to execution, which will include but not limited to; requirement
planning, implementation, monitoring, management, delivery etc.
Our shippers and carriers work directly with one another, so together; they can identify constraints that
hinder capacity and flexibility, such
as excessive wait time for loading or
over rigid appointment windows. Because our shippers and carriers are
well connected, it becomes evidently easier for them to share requirements and reallocate committed capacities for new lanes and volumes
to accommodate last-minute client
change.
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3- Optimization process
Once planning and management is
ongoing, the next step is optimization.
Consignments assigned to carriers
are adjusted regularly to make room
for the fluctuations and improve capacity utilization. This element ensures that you don’t have to worry
about last minute changes in your requirements, since each shippers’ and
carriers’ situation is distinctive of the
other and so we are able to account
for the variability.
At the end this process keeps you rest
assured, knowing that SpeedEx is not
just reliable but dependable when
called upon at any time.
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Competitive advantages

The SpeedEx advantage places us at a higher pedestal than others;
We stay ahead of our clients at all times so they can feel confident in our logistics operational framework. Some of the advantages we offer our clients
are:
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Cost

Marketing & branding services

Reducing costs is a long-term goal
for SpeedEx.
We reduce our clients cost by offering
customized solutions that suite their
specific needs by reducing the cost to
transport and warehouse materials
increases the profit our clients.
For example, energy costs are one
area of logistics that adds to the cost
of each shipment.
Our objective at SpeedEx is to consolidate your shipments to help reduce
the energy costs.
Maximizing transportation routes
also results in a lower energy cost for
the company.

If you have just a product and you
want to sell it, leave it to us.
SpeedEx offers variable marketing
solutions:
Pay Per Click Advertising
Social Media Management
Social Media Marketing Campaigns
Brand Identity and Development
Logo Design
Graphic Design & Production
Professional Photography
Specialized services

Whether you have a one-off project,
an emergency shipment or high priCustomer services
ority return etc…
SpeedEx is here to answer all of your
The goal of providing customers needs.
with outstanding customer service We are your one stop shop for your
involves the ability to handle a busi- logistics needs.
ness’s transportation and logistics
needs in an efficient manner.
Packing services
We have diligent and professional employees that respond to your Even you didn’t pack your shipment
needs swiftly.
SpeedEx help you to packing your
Regardless of the geographical loca- products with the best way and mation of your business or the distribu- terials, because we want to deliver
tion centers
your shipment in the best condition.
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You need SpeedEx because we do not stop thinking about you.
We constantly strive to improve and make sure your objectives materialize.
We have a team of skilled logisticians who work hand-in-hand with our devoted operations team.
Whether you have a one-off project, an emergency shipment, or require customized solutions, SpeedEx is your solution.
SpeedEx provides the expertise, and all-inclusive management. We do it all.
We understand the urgency and heightened awareness for shipments demanding special attention and we have just the right solution for you.
Whether it’s a new store opening, new product launches, seasonal events,
non-retail products - just to name a few.
All demand planning, capacity and visibility above your normal, we have you
covered.
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